
 

 

Unit 5 Discussion Topics 

Discussion Topic #1  

Data warehousing is an important part of most large-scale commercial electronic 
commerce sites. Assume you are an analyst with a leading company like Amazon.com. A 
new CIO has joined the organization and wants you to report on the data warehouse. In 
your overview to the CIO, define the following components of a data warehouse: 

(Be sure to include the interrelationships between the components) 
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Data warehouses support a company’s decisions by providing a strategy for collecting, 
compiling, and organizing data in ways that are efficient and highly practical. Data 
warehouses are different than normal databases, as they tend to be much larger and 
“denormalize” data (Kendall & Kendall, 2011). What is really interesting about data 
warehouses is that they are organized around major subjects, whereas regular 
databases are designed around single transactions (Kendall & Kendall, 2011). Other 
attributes of data warehouses would include: stored data is summarized, rather than 
detailed; stored data has a much longer service life; data warehouses are designed for 
fast queries; and data warehouses are “optimized for the use of complex queries” 
(Kendall & Kendall, 2011, p. 429). A good illustration of a data warehouse can be seen 
here:  
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Of course, data warehouses are not just a single entity of their own; there are several 
components that make up a data warehouse. Data warehouses are comprised of 
metadata, a database, internal and external data, operational databases, and data 
extraction/cleaning/preparation/programs. Each of these components add to the 
functionality or usefulness of a data warehouse. A database management system, or 
DBMS, processes queries, organizes data, and provides a method for modification and 
extraction (Tech Terms, n.d.). The layers of a DBMS can be seen in the picture below. 
Some examples of DBMSs would be MySQL, Microsoft Access, and SQL Server.  
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Metadata is a directory system that is utilized by a data warehouse to locate or define 
objects within the data warehouse itself (Tutorials Point, n.d.). Metadata is important 
because it can fulfill various roles in a data warehouse. For example, metadata can “act 
as a directory, be used by query tools, can be used by data extraction and cleansing tools, 
and can play a role in the loading of functions” (Tutorials Point, n.d., para., 3). The 3 
categories of metadata can be seen in the picture below:  
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The database is a collection of information that is organized in a way that makes the 
storage, modification, and access user friendly (Kendall & Kendall, 2011). A sample 
database could contain this type of information:  
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Internal and external data are sources of data that are stored inside a data warehouse, 
which when utilized by data mining, can provide valuable reporting. These reports can be 
used to make better, well-informed decisions to help a company cut costs and increase 
efficiencies (UCLA Anderson, n.d.). Examples of internal data would include generating 
reports from known “internal” information about the company (such as inventory, 
accounting/financial, and customer/employee data). Some examples of external data 
would include data from outside sources such as data collected from county, state, or 
federal government. Data mining specifically relates to finding patterns within databases 
that can be leveraged by a company to make better business decisions and remain 
competitive. A good diagram of the data mining process can be seen below:  
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Operational databases are types of databases that store information about 
transaction-updates. As you can imagine, a companies have the need to capture 
real-time data that can be assessed and analyzed. Operational databases store 
information about the day-to-day operations of an organization; this data is up to date and 
can be easily modified (Geek Interview, 2007). An example of an operational database 
would be an inventory database, which usually changes quite frequently. How operational 
databases fit into the data warehouse model can be seen below:  
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Data extraction is the process that data warehousing uses to extrapolate data from other 
sources (Oracle, n.d.). Also, this is the first step in the ETL (extract, transform, load) 
process. These “sources” are typically transaction processing applications such as an 
order entry system. How data extraction fits into data warehousing can be seen here:  
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Data cleansing is a form of quality control that stops bad data from entering the data 
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warehouse (Baumgarten, n.d.). An example of data cleansing can be seen where a date 
entry is stored differently than what the data warehouse accepts. Data cleansing is 
ultimately about transforming data into a uniform standard. Here is an example of how 
data cleansing flows from source to cleansed:  
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Data preparation is an area (a database) where the data is checked for consistency, 
integrity, and transformed into a uniform standard (Microsoft, n.d.). This area constantly 
prepares data to enter the data warehouse.  
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Metadata is "data about data" but more importantly is its role in data warehousing. There 

are usually three categories of metadata which are business, technical, and operational. 

The most important aspects of metadata are seen in practical uses in being used as a 

directory and utilized by query tools and loading functions. The metadata itself can be 

managed in data modeling, metadata extract tools, ETL, and etc. The real power in 

metadata is that data warehouse administrators can develop and control the whole system 

without writing in programming languages. 

 

 

 

 

 

In this picture, you can see just how essential metadata is: 
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That is a good summary of all the data warehousing components. I like to look at internal 

data as data where the source comes from within the company. This could include surveys, 

inventory databases, employee and customer databases, and basically anything that the 

company itself has created. The external data could be local, state, and federal government 

collected data...as well as public and private organizations outside of the organization. I 

know something we use all the time is the Bureau of Labor statistics. Their data gets added 

to our data warehouse to help define job titles, roles, and salaries.  
 

 
 

 
Discussion Topic#2  

You have recently been employed with a fortune 500 firm. The world headquarters is an 
18-story office building. Two full floors are devoted to nothing more than storing “current” 
paper reports. (A separate warehouse was maintained outside the city for “archived” 
reports such as tax documents.) The cost of office space in the headquarters building 
associated with these paper reports is enormous. Also accessing (locating) these reports 
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is terribly time consuming. There is a driving force at the firm pushing for electronic 
reports; even if users end up printing them. Many firms, after switching to electronic 
reports, have reduced their storage area to a small room. 

Conduct research on electronically stored documents. Discuss the technology involved 
and software available. What types of reports are most suited to electronic format? What 
types of reports are less suited to electronic reports? Be sure to supply the URL, cite and 
reference, from your research in order to earn points for the discussion.  
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This company definitely needs a document management solution. An electronic solution 
would reduce storage space requirements, as well as be more efficient and effective in 
document retrieval (a digital solution would be almost instant). Additionally, there would 
be cost savings associated with an electronic solution. This topic is pretty interesting 
because I actually have real-world experience with document management software and 
hardware. The company that I work for uses a product called ImageNow, by Perceptive 
Software. ImageNow works by capturing documents via a scanner (I will talk about those 
later). The scanned documents get sent to a central server located in our datacenter. 
Each scanned document receives an index number so it can be easily searched and 
retrieved in the future (Perceptive Software, n.d.). Some of the great features of 
ImageNow are an intuitive interface; works with multiple scanners; it has a web interface 
where you can access scanned documents; and it can be integrated with other 
applications such as PeopleSoft (Grand Rapids Community College, n.d.). The main 
advantages of ImageNow are the easy archiving of any document, reducing storage 
space (of the paper medium), reduced document retrieval time, standardized backup 
strategy for the whole company, and provides an easy way to enforce security. All-in-all, 
the ImageNow software would offer a practical solution to the Fortune 500 company. 
 
Okay, time for some real-world knowledge. 
 
As amazing as a product as ImageNow is, it is not without its problems. Perceptive 
Software says the product works with multiple scanners…well, it does, but there is a 
caveat. You have to have specific scanner models, with specific drivers installed. For 
example, we use a Fujitsu scanner and a DocuMate scanner (from Xerox) to do our 
document scanning. Perceptive comes out with an updated ImageNow (which we are 
required to have to maintain the status quo). So we decide to install and test the latest 
version. The Fujitsu scanners work great, but the DocuMate scanners do not work at all. 
Come to find out, it was a driver issue that would require an update. Of course, if we 
updated the driver before the ImageNow back-end was updated, the end-users could no 
longer scan documents (on the old, original system). Basically, we had to do the driver 
update and the back-end update in tandem (which was not fun for 300+ computers at the 
same time).  



 

 

 
To add to the frustration, other ImageNow front-end client updates had to be made, and 
the Perceptive Software tech support was…let’s just say…not very helpful throughout the 
entire process. They suggested that we should just buy new scanners! The final thought 
to this whole story is that an electronic document management system is great, but just 
realize that there are multiple, essential pieces of the puzzle that have to factored into the 
total solution. The talking points should be the scanner hardware, the drivers, the 
software (front-end and back-end support), and of course providing training as new and 
improved versions come out. 
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Yes, ESI is a little tougher to find. However, document management software returns 

thousands of links. I actually do have experience with document management 

systems, and let me tell you, they are pretty simple once you have them properly setup. 

The main components are the server (where the scanned documents are stored), server 

software (which is really just a database), client software, and a front-end scanning 

device. The important parts to remember when implementing (or maintaining) such 

systems are updates. When there are scanner, client software, or server software 

updates to the document management system, the whole upgrade process can turn 

messy fast. To reduce problems associated with the upgrade process, lots of testing 

before updating is required. Sometimes this is easier said than done because you have 

to setup a full lab environment, which includes the server, client, and scanner 

components.  
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- the good, the 

bad, and the 

ugly  
 

 

It is interesting when you hear about real-world use of the concepts we are learning. 

The document imaging solution is a great one, but there are many moving parts of the 

process. The more moving parts you have, the more points of failure you have. I know 

in the case with our company, I believe we experienced above average problems 

during the upgrade process. I was responsible for packaging and scripting the client 

update and the driver update. We realized nearly at the end of our testing that major 

work would have to be done to upgrade/update the ImageNow client profiles. 

Basically, ImageNow uses unique scanning profiles per user (to store settings and 

what not). Once we updated the client, those scanning profiles would disappear (not 

good). If the scanning profiles disappeared, the user would have to recreate them 

from scratch; this is something we were not willing to accept. The vendor said we 

were on our own on that one (they had no way of preserving the client-side profiles). 

So, I had to script a way to backup profiles, install the ImageNow client, install the 

correct drivers, and then restore the scanning profiles. Whew...it was a lot, but I got it 

done, and we had a successful upgrade. 
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The Essentials of Design Part II 

The concept of designing for human/computer interaction (HCI) is to try to ensure system 
functionality and usability, to provide effective user interaction support, and to enhance a 
pleasant user experience.  

The overarching goal of HCI is to achieve both organizational and individual user 
effectiveness and efficiency. 
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To reach HCI goals, managers and developers need to be knowledgeable about the 
interplay among users, tasks, task contexts, information technology (IT), and the 
environments in which systems are used.  

It is important that the fit among the user, computer, and task all correspond.  

The analyst should try to make the best possible use of people in designing a 
computerized task intended to meet an organizational objective.  

Better fit is meant to result in better performance and greater overall well-being for the 
human involved in the system.  

Well-being is a concern for a human’s overall comfort, safety, and health; it is their 
physical as well as psychological state. How users feel about themselves, their identities, 
their work life, and performance can all be gauged through assessing their attitudes. 

Outcomes 

After completing this unit, you should be able to:  

 Describe human/computer interaction 

 Evaluate the different types of, and reasons for, using alternative user 
interface 

 Discuss the concepts and importance of effective data warehouses 

 Examine database concepts 

 Design effective and efficient data capture approaches for people and 
systems 

Course outcomes practiced in this unit:  

IT510-1: Identify system analysis methodologies and techniques. 

IT510-4: Create user interface designs. 

 

What do you have to do in this unit? 

 Complete assigned Reading  

 Respond to the Discussion Board  

 Complete the Unit 5 Assignment  



 

 

 Participate in Seminar or complete alternate assignment  

 

Chapter 13: Designing Databases  

Chapter 13 introduces database concepts. Data storage is the heart of an information 
system. First, the data has to be available when the user wants to use them. Second, the 
data must be accurate and consistent (possess integrity). Finally, it is necessary that 
information retrieval be purposeful. The information obtained from storage must be in a 
form useful for managing, planning, controlling, or decision making.  

Chapter 14: Human Capital Interaction  

Chapter 14 highlights the importance of human/computer interaction (HCI).  

Designing for HCI means to ensure system functionality and usability, providing effective 
user interaction support, and enhancing a pleasant user experience.  

The overall goal is to achieve both organizational and individual user effectiveness and 
efficiency.  

Chapter 15: Designing Accurate Data Entry Procedures  

In Chapter 15, we cover designing accurate data entry procedures. Making sure that 
users are able to enter data into the system accurately is of utmost importance. It is also 
true that the quality of the data input determines the quality of the information output.  

 

The technology acceptance model (TAM) is a way for analysts to organize their thinking about  

whether users will accept and use information technology. The technology acceptance model can be  

used to shape training after a system has been developed, but it can also be used early in the  

development process to garner user reactions to prototypes so that systems can be changed early on  

in the development process to increase the likelihood of their adoption and use.  

Usability standards cover the use of the product’s:  

• Effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction in a particular context of use  

• User interface and interaction  



 

 

• Process used to develop the product  

• Capability of use for an organization in applying user-centered design 

One important consideration is that data, particularly data used for decision making, are made  

available in different forms so that users with different cognitive abilities can make sense of them.  

Pivot tables allow users to arrange data in a table in any way they choose. The idea of a pivot table is  

useful because it gives users greater control over how they look at data in different ways within a  

table.  

Physical considerations in HCI design include vision, hearing, and touch.  

When designing from an HCI perspective, you start realizing that limitations are often discussed in  

terms of disabilities.  

When designing from an HCI perspective, your foremost concern will always be assisting a user in  

accomplishing a task, set by the organization, with the use of technology.  

The user interface is the system that helps users' communication with the computer system.  

The user interface has two main components:  

• Presentation language, which is the computer -to-human part of the transaction.  

• Action language that characterizes the human-to-computer portion.  

Communication means that the user understands the information that is being presented. Users with  

less skill require a greater amount of communication . 

 

 

 

Easy-to-use help screens should be provided. Often these contain hyperlinks to other related help  

topics. 

Tab control dialog boxes are a feature of GUI design and have logically grouped functions on each  

tab. Each tab dialog box should have an OK, Cancel, or Apply button (and perhaps Help).  



 

 

This tab control dialog box example has seven tabs. The chosen or active tab is "Paper" as it appears  

to be in front of the other tabs.  

All systems require feedback in order to monitor and change behavior by comparing current behavior  

with predetermined goals, and to give back information describing the gap between actual and  

intended performance. 

A mashup is when two or more application programming interfaces (API) are used together. An API is  

a set of small programs and protocols used like building blocks for building software applications.  

Many mashups are open-source. 

The quality of data input determines the quality of information output. Systems analysts can support  

accurate data entry through the achievement of four broad objectives: effective coding, effective data  

capture, efficient data capture and entry, and ensuring quality through validation.  

Coding aids in reaching the objective of efficiency because data that are coded require less time to  

enter and reduce the number of items entered. Coding can also help in appropriately sorting data  

during the data transformation process. Additionally, coded data can save valuable memory/storage  

space.  

Codes are used in validation programs to ensure that only valid c odes have been entered, in report  

and inquiry programs, to display code meanings, and in GUI programs, to create drop -down lists. 

Data entry methods include keyboards, optical character recognition, magnetic ink character  

recognition, mark-sense forms, and bar codes.  

RFID, radio frequency identification, allows the automatic collection of data using RFID tags or  

transponders that contain a chip and an antenna. RFID tags can be passive or active.  

Efficient and effective coding, data capture and data entry are all necessary conditions for ensuring  

quality data input but these alone are not sufficient. To ensure optimal data input, errors should be  

detected during input and prior to processing and storage, errors should be detected during input,  



 

 

prior to processing and storage. Two possible ways to validate inputs are: validation of input  

transactions and validation of input data.  

Validating input transactions is largely done through software, which is the programmer's  

responsibility, but it is important that the systems analyst know what common problems might  

invalidate a transaction. 

 

Validation is often done using IF… ELSE… statements. In some programming languages, validation  

may also be done using a regular expression, a series of codes describing allowable characters in the  

data.  

GUI screens help to reduce human input error by using check boxes, radio buttons, and drop-down  

lists. The first choice in a drop-down list should inform the user to change the list selection.  

XML documents may be validated by comparing them to a document type definition (DTD) or a  

schema. 
 
 

Unit 5 Seminar:  

In this session, the course syllabus and policies will be reviewed, and an overview of the 
course content will be provided. The Final Project requirements will also be discussed. 
Students will have the opportunity to ask questions about the course and the Final 
Project. 

Remember, if you do not participate in the weekly Seminar, to complete the 
Flexible Learning Activity Assignment.  

Unit 5 FLA Assignment:  

Summarize your learning: Based on your reviews of the PowerPoint presentations and/or 
videos and tutorials from Weeks 2, 3 and 4, write one paragraph for each unit highlighting 
the key terms/vocabulary learned in that week. Write a conclusion paragraph integrating 
what was learned from the resources and how it will assist you (or not) in your 
professional objectives.  

The paper must be written in APA format and include at least one direct quote with proper 
citation and reference.  



 

 

Submit your completed paper to the Unit 5 Seminar Dropbox by the end of Unit 5.  

Unit 5 Assignment  

Instructions Summary: Click on the Rubric icon below for detailed instructions.  

Part 1: Design a nested menus interface for a check-in and check-out hotel reservation 
system that can be used internationally. Use numbers to select a menu item. Show how 
each menu item would look on a standard PC or MAC display. You may use any of the 
MS Office® products, including Visio to design your interface. Check with your professor 
if you want to use Adobe or any other products. The interface does not need to be 
functional. 

Part 2: Review your user interface for standard operation and consistency. For each 
nested menu and button, include at least five of the following feedback options for users: 

Assignment Instructions:  

Part 1: Case scenario:  

Manu Nara owns several first-class hotels worldwide, including properties in Manhattan, Bombay, and  

even some in suburbia. He wants to make sure that the human/computer interface is appropriate to  

each culture but wants to be able to share the software among all of his hotel reservations departments.  

Deliverable 

Design a nested menus interface for a check-in and check-out hotel reservation system that can be  

used internationally. Use numbers to select a menu item. Show how each menu item would look on a  

standard PC or MAC display. You may use any of the MS Office products, including Visio to design  

your interface. Check with your professor if you want to use Adobe or any other products. The  

interface does not need to be functional.  

Part 2: Review your user interface for standard operation and consistency. For each nested menu  

and button, include at least five of the following feedback options for users:  

1. Acknowledging acceptance of input  

2. Recognizing input is in the correct form  



 

 

3. Notifying input is not in the correct form  

4. Explain a delay in processing  

5. Acknowledging request is completed  

6. Notifying request was not completed  

7. Help options  

Part 3: Create an activity diagram for a user who needs to change a reservation. 


